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1.1 Slope Stability Analyses 
Slopes exist in many different forms. They may 
be the result of early geological activity (natural 
slopes) or may be artificially constructed (dams, high-
way and railroad embankments, etc.). 
. . 
• 
In.general, slope stability analyses.are·concerned 
' With the failure sta.te of a slope •. Loss of stability· 
(failure) occurs when an outer portion Of a slope starts 
to move in an ou~ard and downward direction~· Ii.it is . . 
. . - ---··· -~-
• t' ' .. 
assumed that the :separation zone along which. failure occurs 
I 
is a continuous line, it is possible to investigate the 
s~abili ty .· Of . a .slOpe in a relatively . simple manner •. 
. 
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.. ··. The existing. methods of· analysis inoSt commonly 
. • - . . ~ .- .· . -- I . . - -.. ••• . ' ,i -.... • 
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' ' 
. · ... -used today are based on · the· well ·known l.i.-1n:i.t eq:uilibrium c 
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. sliding block method, the logar·i thmic spiral method and the 
C 
-slices· inethodC'-
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1.2 01:>jectivc 
The framework of a complete slope stability 
analysis requires co.nsideration of t11·e follo111ing tl1r·ee 
aspects: 
. ' 
l.· Methods of analyzing forces causing and 
resisting failure 
-, ~,.- .. ~-- ., ---""-""'·' ;._· ·- ., ~·- --=~~"-
.2 • Methods- of expressing the shear strength 
of the materials of a slope or embankment . 
. and its foundation ' :, .. ,.-~ 
. ., . . 
. 
3. . Conditions of loadi.ng ·of the slope ~r .. the 
. 
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embankment 
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. Only the first of t.hese ·will· be subject ·to -· 
. '"'\ .... ' --.:· !" . '. . 
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· · · . ··detailed examinat:ion . The remaining two f~atures inva:fve 
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Tl1e scope of this project, while pri~arily 
intended to present explicit an form of numerical a 
solution to Lowe's method of analysis, includes both a 
qualitative and quantitative discussion about the factor 
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II. FACTOR OF SAFETY 
• 2.1 Historical Review 
Concern for soil behavior dates back to the 
dam and irrig~tion problems dealt with by ancient cultures 
such as China and Egypt. Up to the eighteenth century 
the state of ~rt in soil mechanics was based exclusively 
on experience and ·1Qtuition.~ Soil mechanics obtained 
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famous essay op the classical earth pressure theory. 
Coulomb -·assumed the law o·f· friction., .applicable to solid 
bodies, was altp valid £or a granular material such as . ~ . 
' 
soil. ;rn- ·t_he course of time,~ -as heavier structures were 
· b-uil.t, -addi t.ional · .problems- becan1e s.ubj ec-t to· analytical ~. . . 
' 
;~ - -
~. _.,. ... , 
- 0 •c. 
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(1J366) cont~ibU:ted much to the knowledge __ of the mechanics . ... . 
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, .... o.f .pourin·g. pod1e_s .. and the theory of elasticity a$ ~ppli~4 
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' .' V 1·t is worthwhile to mention that ·coulti>mb 's ·-11aw · . ' ' l:.: . . ' . 
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. . : ·-t..,,), .• . soil inass. Particularly, th·e· fundam~nt.als"of the ·20th·-- .. ·_.-- - ~--~~-~~---, . . 
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until 1935 (Sherard, Woodward, Gizicnsky and Clevenger, 
1963) c1c1n1 designe1:-s still \•1ere of tl1e opinio11 ·tl1at nevi 
darns could most st1ccessft1lly be desig11ed 011 ·the basis of 
past experience. There appeared to be two reasons to 
support this view point. First, there was almost no 
opportunity to confirm or verify the analysis of a 
. structure at a real state of failure. Seco11dly, · ,an 
underst~nding of the behavior of· the soil mass, ,even in 
·an id~alized manner, was not available to most engineers 
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The second feature to be considered is the 
computed factor of safety. It involves the quantitative 
interpretation of the given material parameters with 
respect to the chosen method of analysis. The computed 
~ factor of safety is, in part, governed by the mathematical 
.law of errors. This important fact is frequently over-
' . ·1ooked in stability ·problems.. Instead, the method of 
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analysis, which.is merely an arbitrary means to solve the·· .. 
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the analysis. 
2.3 Methods to Determine Factor of Safety 
Soil is a complicated heterogeneous material, the 
properties of which deviate greatly from those of elastic 
solids which can be described by the well developed theories 




.. . All the theo~ies for computing the factor of 
• 
. safety in problems involving.soil are therefore based on 
·• 
simplified assumptions. The real behavior of a soil is· far 
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point analysis based on the theory of elasticity which 
characterizes lines of equal factors of safety against 
flow may be used. The theory of perfectly plastic soils 
may also be applied to the problem. However, these lie 
outside the scope of the present discussion • 
. .. . 
. . 
..2 .-4 Definition .of Factor of Safet~ - ,, --~ - - - . - ... - -. . • j 
Froehlich (19·55) suggested that a reasonable 
definition of the factor of safetr, F, • is: 
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angle, ~k' may be found which is necessary to arrive 
at a limi~ing state of equilibrium. Conversly the 
same concept may be applied by assuming a friction 
angle and subsequently determining the critica~ cohesion, 
. ¢k, in order to produce a limiting state of eq~ilibrium . 
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; 
Fellenius (1927) suggested an approximate rule 
for indirectly fi~ding F. This rule was later adopted ·. \ 
.. 
· by Krey (1936), Taylor (1937) ,· Terzaghi (1946), Chugeav 
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values may then be substituted into Eq .. (Sb-) 
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TI1e seco11d approacl1 is tl1e direct n1etl1oc1, and was 
st1ggested l)y Flroelicl1 (1955), Bishop and Morgenstern 
(1960) and Lowe (1967) among others. 
The direct way of determining Fis consistent • 
with the definitions shown in Eq. (1). ~xplicitly it 
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" ,. - III. ANALYSIS 
3.1 General Aspects 
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The stability of an earth mass is guaranteed 
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the problem have been proposed. 
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Brahtz (1936) introduces stress functions ·and 
uses the theory of elasticity to compute a stress field. 
From this field he determines li.nes of equal factors of 
safety·which are defined as the ratio between available 
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·shearing strength and develqped sheq.r stress. Similar · 
approaches were adv<;>cated· ~y Bennett· (-i,·s.1)'. 
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to analyze the safety of rail,vay eml)ank1nerits ?-gainst 
instability. Circular failure surfaces were more or 
less in good agreement to what was observed in nature. 
3.2. Geo1ne tr i·c a·1· ·a·n·a . ·ph·y·s·i·c·a·1· ·co·n·c·e·p·ts 
The geometrical concept of the method s~ggested 
by Lowe (1967) assumes circular failure planes composed 
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-·s.-lices method (Felleni~s,- .. 1927) which ··e-ssentially subdivides 
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Fig. 5 shows an individual slice element as part 
l 
of the assumed failure wedgeo Each element is described 
by two vertical planes, the free boundary and the failure 
surface as shown in Fig. 4. 
The forces acting upon each slice may be cate-
gorized into.the following groups: 
1. external forces I 
2. internal forces. . . 
. . 
. ' . 
- ., ... 





·· ·The force R acting upon a slice (Fig: 5) ~ay be.considered· 
: · to be composed of . externally_ app_lied loads, the wei.ght of 
. the soil wedge,· "W", and the wate~ .forces,.· "U", -which will 
, . . be discussed in more d·etail ~n Chapter 4. · · , The internal / 
\ . ..,. 
or rea·ction force.s, ~· on the other hand, are ·presented by . 
, 
_\ t:.he vectors EL, ER ~nd P . (Fig. 5) • . Both . the magnitude · · .. 
_· and· direction of, the 'external .. forc.~s ar-e ·normally known •. :.·. ~ ·-· .. 
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directions of EL and ER. T~ylor (1937) postulated that 
to assign EL. a direction 
which is the average of the boundary slopes at point 1 
a reasonable approximation • lS 
and 2 and to assign the direction of ER the average of 
slope 1 ' and 2 1 D This postulate was adapted by Lowe. 
·Furthermore, Lowe makes use of Eq. 9 in Chapter 2 by 
concluding that the necessary 9hearing force can alway~ 
be expressed as a fraction of the available shearing force-
along the arc--2-2' (Fig. 5) in terms of the factor.of 
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In Eqo (12), the directions of N und SD are known. 
N passes tl1rougl1 tl1c ce11ter of tl1e f ail11i-e circle a11c1 f::D 
is perpendicular to N. The direction of c0 in Eq. (11) 
-19 
, coincides with the direction of s0 • It's magnitude is known 
when the length, L, of the arc is specified. 
The locations of the forces are not known because of ,: 
. 
. ·- J . a lack on information concerning the stress distribution along 
. . . the contour of a slice. Therefore the equilibrium condition 
with respect to moments.cannot be satisfied. Hence, no use . . 
·can be made·of moment equilibrium to determine the unknowns.· • 
' ~·· 
... -~,--,-~--- __ -. =~-~ _ ------- - -· . The·· remaining. four { 
· this· ·st.ag.e· .Lowe -assume.s the 
.. . 
. -~--~----- --·- ..... ~ -·Theref9re, from equil.ibrium conside·rations, . the f.orce. polygon 
A- - •• 
will· close. an? ·-the tw~ u~knowns, EL. a·nd N, may l:>e -determined 
,· 
(Fi·g.·· 6b). However~ the 'problem is not. s.olved because. the' ., 
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Tl·1c in11Jlication of t}1j_s is tl1at, with a con1n1on 
value for F within the given equilibrium system, all 
slice forces may be found by proceeding stepwise from one 
slice to the next until the last slice is reached (Figo 
6a) o At the last slice, a secondary boundary condition 
requires that E equals zero. L If the computed EL of the 
last slice is not zero, the arbitrary value for F has to 
be changed and the process of going from slice to sl\pe 
/ must be repeate·d all over again until .the "second bound,ary 
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of those principles. The g~ometrical concept on which 
the formulation is based on is detailed in Figo 7. 
Fig. 7 represents a slice which is considered 
to be part of the total failure wedgeo The subscripts 
"i" refer to the number of the individual slice within 
·~ the given numbering system as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
From the figure it .. can be deduced that there is a 
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and similarly 
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where aL,i+l = 
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vertical projection of 
horizontal projection 
Implicit .Form· 
R of slice • 1 
of R of slice • 1 
·For slice • J.. I the following two equations may 
· ·be obtained by • • • combining (13) , (14), (15): 
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Equations (20) and 
equations, linear 
E . 1 L,i+. 
(21) represent two simultaneous 
• in unknowr1 quantities N. 
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cL. 
I bl {RlI . l • -t- ER,i-1 o:R,i-1) 
- Sll1 aN . cos I]_ I? 
,1 
(24b) CL. 
b2 <1\, . l + ER,i-1 • -f- F cos aN . sin aR,i-1) ,l . , 1 
The implicit form presented in Eq. (22) • 1S 
valid for any slice "i". The interdependence of the 
individual equilibrium systems require that the solution 
. ' 
I 
vectors must always be found in the sequence i = 2, 4, 
• • • • • 2NS. This rather simple formulation is thought -·-- --· ·, - , .'. ' -
,' 
to be suitable for the computer. If there is a matrix 
subroutine available for this, no.further refinements 
-- ---------- ·-;-- -~------ -. ~-------
___ . ....___. --~·:··. .. ;------~----- --.-·· of the basic ·_formulation need be made. . . 
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Af!-er s_ome · aJ.gebra_ic manl~p~-lat-ic,n-s of Eqs-·. (2·0.)·· 
. . • ilnd.(21), the quantities Ni and'EL' i+l tnay be expressed, 
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• . . . It· can he seen from Eqs. (25) and (26) · th.at the . -• 
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described all of which have the original directions, but 
with magnitudes proportionally reduced by A. 1-Ience, the 
new set of vectors will obey the same laws as the 
origi !1al one. 
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I 1,4, 
The numbers n and mare reference numbers 
associated with the corresponding components within 
the slope geometry, where fv , fH , and~, are.reo-,n ,m 
metrical functions and a dimensional parameter, respec-
tively, and the y's represent the related unit weights._ 
. 
_Eqs. (29.) and (30.) can now be modified to read: ' . 
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Ii == c11aracteristic height of ernba11k:inent 
Ho~ever, Eqo (35) requires the existence of a character-
istic heigl1t. 
The following·. is a demonstration of the formu-
lation disc~ssed above for· a homogeneous slope (Fig~ 8) 
·which does not have a characteri.stic .hei<Jht. 
. . 
• For reason·s of simplicity it is assumed that 
R._ ·• = W.. and R • = 0. 
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expressible in terms of e. In general, to eliminate 
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to be found which is closely related to ro This may be 
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This form is dimensionless with~respect·to the 
given points P 1 and P 2 described by their coordinates. 
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IV~ WATER FORCES 
4.1 General Aspects 
• 
'• ' < " I , 
In soil mechanics problems, water forces fre-
quently are important factors which influence the 
stability of a slope or dam. Examples include, the-
overlaying water mass of a slope which acts on an imper-
' vious facing an.d st~bilj.zes the soil' and the internal 
·pore pressure, which inay contribute to a possible slide·,, 
by press~ng the soil outwards and thus reduces th~ 
internal friction. Many researchers in~luding Casagfande 
.. 
. . (1934),· Ivanov (1940) and Polubarinova Kochina (1962), 
,r, 
. 
· -have trie_¢l to · d~termi11:e . solutions to .practical problelll:s 
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The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to 
suggest a general idea for taking into account water 
~forces in conjunction with slope stability problerris . 
4.2 yplift and Seepag~ 
The important water component in a stability 
problem is the pore water pressure distribution in the 
soil masso It can be estimated by using the theory of 
flow through porous media. This theory is applicable to 
anisotropic a~ well as to isotropic ·soils and is based 
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on the following_ assumptions_: 
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by 1nca11s of a c<JJI1l)ll t:c:1~ t1s i11g f i11i te c1if f e1:e11ce or f i11i te 
el(:!n1e11t tecl111iqt1es. 
Several methods may be applied to account for 
·water forces in slope stability problems. The purpose 
of tl1e follo\ving discussion is to illustrate tl1e "contour· 
me·thod" proposed by Ivanov (1940) o It is essentially the 
same method ~s Lowe (1967) uses in his analysisc It is, 
.. however, more detailed and in particular, contributes to I 
the undfrstanding of what is meant by the terms Uplift 
• and -Seepage. 
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are the corresponding components the vertical and • in 
horizontal direction, the dynamic equilibtium equat~on 
for the water contained in the soil volume v8 ,. when 
inertia forces are neglected, • lS: 
4>v - - UB + u· + w. -
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Thus, we can deduce from Eqs~ (53) and (54) tl1at 
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The components coristitut.ing Slv and nH can now conveniently 
, be desc:cibed by mea~s _of the· following graphical interpre-
tation." Let us 
. first consid~r the vertical projection 
.of n. Fig. 10· shows .a plot of the 
~ 
.e.ach .point along the contour of the 
· It can .be seen -·that 
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The area (AT - A8 ), however, can now be written 
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tribute directly ·to a method of accounting for water 
forceso It does, however, provide a physical under-
. 
standing of the water forces which may act upon. a soil 
. ,,/ mass v111en seepage flow occurs., For example 1 from Eq o ! it can be .concluded immediately tha·t in a static \vater 
condition only uplift has to be considered . 
" Another way of interpreting the· water forces 
( 6 4) 
acting on ·the soil is to plot the p;i.ezometric h·eads with. 
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As s110\v11 in J?ig. 11, poi11ts on tl1e contot1r of 
the individual slices are selected, and the piezometric 
head is ~omputed on the basis of the given potential 
field using 011e of tl1e many existing interpolation 
methods. The number of points to be chosen between the 
corner points abed essentially has to be found on the 
basis of experience. The number will not be large since 
it is known that the pressure distribution along a contour:·.· 
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between any of the two points doe·s . not change ma·rkedly. 
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V. TRIAL AND ERROR PROCEDURE 
5.1 General Aspects 
In Chapter 3 the two functions EL,i+l and Ni, 
as well as the corresponding functions EL ·+i andµ., 
_ ,1 l 
involve the factor of safety F which for convenience 
was arbitrarily assumed to be known. In reality F 





error procedure. As was exp·lained in Chapter 3, the v-alue ., · 
for the factor of safety has to sati.sfy: 
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VI .. CONCI1US ION 
It has been demonstrated that Lowe's method of 
analysis, which utilizes the two equilibrium equations 
with respect to vertical and horizontal forces respectively, 
can be suitably formulated on the con1puter o The theoretical 
implications in Lowe's approacl1 are simple to understand 0 
The solu·tion-, hov1ever, is not straight forward because of 
the trial and error process required to • arrive at the 
desired factor of-safety. 
• 
[\ 
A strong point of .the ·particular approach 
I• 
• l.S I 
.... 
.. "': however, the fact that some .aspects of "soil-water. interaction'' 
-can be·conveniently included in· the ·analysis. 
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7: Orientation of Slice Forces 
as used .in Analy-sis.-
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Giger was born March 15, 1940 • in 
Amriswil Switzerland, the first son of Max Ao and. 
Karolina Giger-Edelmanno He attended elementary and 
high school in Kuemmertshausen, respectively Erlen, 
graduating in 1957. 
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He received his surveyor degree from the·Swiss 
gov~rnrnent in 1961 . 
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During 1960 and part of 1961 he 
served in the Swiss army. He enrolled at Technikum 
Winterthur, Zurich where he received the diploma in 
civjl engineering in 1965. .. 
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1965 to 1967 he wo·rked for the ·consulting engi-
nee~ing ciffice Basler and=Hqfmann, Zurich. 
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